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Unified test management and orchestration

Product overview 

Key Benefits

Key features and capabilities

Tricentis qTest is an enterprise test management solution 
that integrates seamlessly with DevOps and third-party 
test tools, giving teams a unified view of their testing  
activities throughout the development cycle. This allows 
QA and development teams to approach testing strate-
gically and collaboratively, and to release higher quality 
software, faster.

• Higher quality with fewer defects through visibility 
into testing activities throughout the development 
lifecycle, and seamless traceability to requirements

• Shorter, faster test cycles through centralized test 
automation and orchestration with any third-party 
tool

• Easy sharing and reuse of test cases across projects to enforce 
standards, scale best practices and specialized knowledge, and make 
test case creation and maintenance easier  

• Integration with open source and third-party tools, including native 
integrations with Jira, GitHub, Jenkins, and Selenium. 

• Centralized control and orchestration of automated workflows 
that can be kicked off with a variety of triggers, executed with custom 
actions, and embedded within CI/CD pipelines

• Support for automated, exploratory, and manual testing within a 
single solution

• Easily shareable, customizable reporting on your testing data, 
including over 60 out-of-the-box reports that can be customized and 
embedded to provide updates across the business 

• Scale best practices and specialized knowledge 
through a central repository to share and reuse test 
plans, cases, and assets across projects

• Tighter collaboration between test, development, 
and the business with native, real-time Jira integration 
and easily shareable analytics reports
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Deployment Options

Use Cases

Tricentis qTest is available as a self-managed deployment on infrastructure you own, or as a fully-managed SaaS deployment. 

Accelerating with Agile and 
DevOps Make testing an integral 
part of software development and 
automated delivery workflows 

Standardizing and scaling testing 
best practices Streamline and con-
solidate tests and processes across 
disparate tools and teams

Supporting audit and compliance 
requirements Build a system of re-
cord for testing, and tighten change 
control documentation  

Tricentis qTest integrates with the test,  
development, and DevOps tools you already 
use for a complete view of testing across  
your organization

Ecosystem integrations

Accelerated their Agile transformation 

and streamlined reporting across the 

business

• 80% faster release time within 6 

months

“We need to get as many platforms 
working in the cloud wireless environment 
as quickly as possible. Tricentis qTest has 
been an extremely critical tool for us to be 
able to achieve that.”

Kevin Lin

Director, Cloud and Wireless QA

Streamlined their API testing and cloud 

migrations

• 29% fewer defects

• 30% faster testing cycles

• 31% cost reduction

“Tricentis maintains a robust roadmap, 
welcomes client feedback, and is a true 
partner to Guardian.” 

Robina Laughlin
Assistant VP, IT Quality Management

Unified testing strategy and test manage-

ment across more than 40 tools during 

their Agile and DevOps transformation.

• established a single source of truth 
for test and QA

• Implemented real-time report-
ing on testing activity across the 
business 

“qTest lies at the heart of our automation 
effort.”

Fehmeed Ijaz

Head of QA Efficiency


